ARRI @ Bavaria Film
Bavariafilmplatz 7 / Haus 7
82031 Grünwald
Germany
Getting there by car:
There is plenty of parking opportunities on the premises.
In case there is no ARRI dedicated parking spot available, please use the general parking lot. The entrance is on the right hand side before
passing through the main gate.
(plan above guiding to “Parkplatz”)
Arriving from Munich Airport MUC:
Highway going towards München. At the highway-intersection München Nord please take direction towards Salzburg (A99). At the
highway-intersection Brunnthal further in direction Garmisch (A995). Take the exit Oberhaching and drive towards Grünwald. In Grünwald
please follow the street signs at the first bigger crossing in direction München and Bavaria Film.
Arriving from Passau:
Highway (Autobahn A94) towards München. At the highway-intersection München Ost please take direction towards Salzburg (A99). At
the highway-intersection Brunnthal further in direction Garmisch (A995). Take the exit Oberhaching and drive towards Grünwald. In
Grünwald please follow the street signs at the first bigger crossing in direction München and Bavaria Film.
Arriving from Garmisch:
Highway (Autobahn) A95 towards München. At the end of the highway you’re entering the middle inner city street-ring (Mittlerer Ring).
Keep right hand side towards the Zoo. After approximately 3 kilometers on the ring please take the exit Grünwalder Stadion and move on
towards Grünwald on Grünwalderstraße. Please follow the street signs directing to Bavaria Film.
Arriving from Stuttgart:
Highway (Autobahn) A8 towards München. At the end of the highway you’re entering the middle inner city street-ring (Mittlerer Ring)
direction Autobahn Lindau. After approximately 10 kilometers on the ring take the exit Grünwalder Stadion and move on towards
Grünwald on Grünwalderstraße. Please follow the street signs directing to Bavaria Film.
Arriving with public transport:
Tram 25 (streetcar) direction Grünwald / Stop Bavariafilmplatz.
Departure e.g. at Rosenheimer Platz (S-Bahn) / Wettersteinplatz (U1) / Silberhornstraße (U2)
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